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Things we hear …
• “...an alternative payment system with no government 

involvement, it has become a combination of a bubble, a 
Ponzi scheme and an environmental disaster.” Agustín
Carstens (BIS)

• “I probably shouldn't say any more about cryptocurrency. But 
it's not the same as gold or fiat currencies. Those are 
supported by law, police, courts. … Blockchain, on the other 
hand, is real. We're testing it and will use it for a whole lot of 
things.” Jamie Dimon (JP Morgan)



Digital records



Cryptography: hash functions



Hashed Records



Tamper-Evident Records



Computer-Network Architectures

Network nodes (yellow) and clients (blue)



Private or Public?
 Private (“permissioned”): all nodes (servers) belong to (are 

controlled by) the same organization; hence, there is no 
lack of trust among them.

 Public: anybody can set up a node and join the network; 
hence, there is zero trust among nodes and it needs a 
cheating-proof consensus mechanism.



Crypto assets or just records?



Inside or Outside the Network?
• Digital assets: like Bitcoin and other “crypto 

currencies,” plus assets (and liabilities) created with 
“smart contracts,” which exist only within (usually 
public) computer networks.

• Digital representation of standard assets and 
contracts: property registries, contracts such as 
bonds, bank accounts, derivatives, etc., which exist 
within a known national jurisdiction.  
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